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SUNBUGGY GROUP EVENTS
INTRODUCTION

SunBuggy Fun Rentals provides the ultimate memorable off-road
experience. We have adventures ranging from a casual ride through a beautiful
protected state park at the Valley of Fire to a high-speed romp through
technical and challenging terrain at the Vegas dunes to a day on the biggest
dunes in North America at Amargosa. We've been building our own design
dune buggies for years, and through much refinement and constant 365 days a
year, our design has become very refined and dialed in for the type of terrain
you'll be traversing.

Our buggies provide an exciting yet safer alternative to riding 4-wheelers (ATVs), each with 4-point
racing-style seat belts and a fully reinforced roll cage. You cannot “fall off” of our buggies. These vehicles are
low to the ground and very stable, making for a thrilling ride as you can push the limits.

Beyond our adventures available for individuals, couples, and families,
SunBuggy can orchestrate unique events for large groups. We've become
very popular with event planners as no other driving experience can provide
the seat time that SunBuggy does due to our vast fleet of vehicles, large
full-time, knowledgeable staff, and a 15,000-acre playground only 15 minutes
from the Las Vegas Strip. Our Mini Baja Chase and Timed Lap Desert Event
can be organized in several different fashions to accomplish the goals set for
your event, such as

● Team Building

● Incentive

● Competitions

● Dealer Client teams against each other

● Sales against Marketing

● East Coast versus West Coast divisions

People who've already had a SunBuggy Fun Rentals
Adventure make it a regular part of their Las Vegas visit many
have stated that they can't picture coming to Las Vegas without
“Doing the Buggies.” Yes, it's that good. SunBuggy Fun Rentals
has a HUGE fleet of buggies and operates 365 days a year with
hotel pickup every hour. We've got a buggy waiting for you any
day of the week, whenever you want to go.

Our ability to provide more seat time to your larger groups
is unmatched. Bring your corporate team or favorite group of
clients out for a desert adventure they'll never forget, and you'll be
loved forever.

Browse this catalog to find the adventure that's just your speed, and call our office to book a SunBuggy
adventure.
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CUSTOM FABRICATED OFF-ROAD MACHINES

At SunBuggy, we build our vehicles. These tubular steel frames are bent and welded in our
36,000-square-foot fabrication facility at the world-famous Las
Vegas Motor Speedway. We design these mean machines for
optimal performance in the rugged terrain of the high desert
surrounding Las Vegas. While they are built to be nimble,
high-performance off-road machines, they are also sturdy and very
stable. We make them light, low to the ground, and with a
horsepower-to-weight ratio optimal for high desert terrain.

Once the frames are welded together, we add a suspension
that we design specifically for the buggy it will be on. It's an
independent four-wheel suspension with just enough travel to
absorb shocks from the rocky terrain yet remain responsive and
highly maneuverable. On the front are an upper and lower
wishbone setup with high-performance off-road coil over gas
shocks. The rear uses the famously strong yet lightweight off-road setup, a 4-link swing-arm, and a
high-performance off-road coil over gas shocks. Our Dunies drive these daily, all day, and provide constant
feedback that helps us get these vehicles in the optimal configuration for your adventure.

After suspension, add a motor. These are air and oil-cooled
V-twin engines that are light but powerful. Finally, the disc brakes, bucket
seats, racing-style harnesses, and steering are installed, and it's ready
for fun! We typically build 1- and 2-seat buggies but have 4, 5, and even
6-seat buggies for families or larger groups. Our fleet represents the
diversity of the venues at which we facilitate adventures!

SunBuggy desert racers feature a specially designed
Continuously Variable Transmission, which means you're always in the
right gear! Because of the stable

design, lightweight, and unique high-performance drive system,
SunBuggy Desert Racers are easy to drive with only gas, brake, and
steering, just like your automatic car. The low unsprung weight means
great responsive handling and a smooth ride. Because these vehicles
are tuned for taming this terrain, you don't need to be an expert to enjoy
the rush of a Baja-Racing style off-road racing experience.

In Summary, because our vehicles are not built in a cookie-cutter
factory, we don't have to make the same compromises as
mass-produced cars. You'll be driving something specifically designed
from the ground up to thrill.

Enter the world of custom off-road machinery…
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THE WHOLE PACKAGE

Some of the things to consider when going on this type of excursion are:

● How far do I have to go to get there?

● What do I need to bring?

● Will I need special training?

● How am I supposed to find my way around in the desert?

● Who are these people taking me to a remote desert
location?

With SunBuggy Fun Rentals, the answer is: Don't worry,
we've got you covered! SunBuggy Fun Rentals is an

organization of dedicated people with the primary objective of providing the finest off-road adventure
experience anywhere. While many "Tour Companies" consist of 2 guys and a truck with a few 4-wheelers
(ATVs) on the back, SunBuggy Fun Rentals has a huge staff of people who not only love what they do but also
receive specialized training in their areas of expertise.

Our Desert Guides, or "Dunies" as we call them, have
been well-versed in the art of desert adventure. While we get
hundreds of applicants for this coveted job, we narrow it
down to just the right individuals to uphold the prized
SunBuggy experience. Many of our Dunies come to us with
a background in racing, and all become trained to conduct
complete vehicle inspections to ensure that your SunBuggy
Desert Racer is always properly prepped and running at
optimum performance.

Our fleet of shuttles will pick you up wherever you
stay in the Las Vegas area, just by yourself or with 500 of
your closest friends. Don't worry about cab fare; excursions
from our Las Vegas facility include everything you need, so there's nothing extra to worry about. Our eight
shuttles are constantly running seven days a week with eight pickup times every day (hourly from 7 am to 3
pm), which means you're never far from the off-road adventure of a lifetime. SunBuggy Fun rentals not only
pick up from anywhere on the strip, but we'll come to wherever you are, even if it's off the strip or at a private
residence.

We've designed each package around a set rate. This isn't a scenario where you're assaulted with fees
for things that should be included. We will ensure your time in the desert is healthy by keeping you hydrated
with complimentary ice-cold bottled water. On our longer excursions, we'll also keep you fed with snacks,
boxed lunches, or other custom food options we offer for group events.

SunBuggy is the obvious choice for a sure bet on your Las Vegas Visit!
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LARGE GROUP EVENTS MAGIC
SunBuggy Fun Rentals is uniquely positioned to cater to larger groups due to a huge fleet of

custom-fabricated desert racers, unlike anything you'll find anywhere else. Our current fleet of buggies (over
250 seats and growing) means more seat time and more fun for your clients.

SEAT TIME MATH
Seat time means how much time your clients get to drive or ride in a Dune Buggy. Do the math: if you

take a group of 100 people to a driving experience with 20 seats available, most of your client's time is spent
waiting for their turn to ride. With our huge staff and large fleet of buggies (again, now over 250 seats!)
SunBuggy can mobilize enough vehicles to saturate your groups with a high dosage of FUN! At a SunBuggy
event, idle time means someone is taking a break to catch their breath or get a snack, not waiting around!

ACCESSIBILITY AND INCLUSION
Suitable for all ages and abilities, SunBuggy

always makes sure everyone gets to participate. If a
wild chase driving a dune buggy seems too intimidating,
more sedate tour options that proceed at a casual pace
are always available. For those who don’t wish to take
the wheel, we even offer Dune Rides on the SunBuggy
Tram (like a giant Dune Buggy Bus), so nobody is left
behind at our large group events.

SOCIAL AND ENGAGING
Our unique team-building option has your client holding their timed lap

event where each participant is involved in running a track. From corner
judges to timing to waving the checkered flag, teams are trained to
self-organize and shift positions to ensure each member can show their
driving skills on the course. Of course, SunBuggy staff are always there to
ensure safety protocols are being followed. It's just like going to the races
with all the cheering, only better because you know the racers.

CUSTOMIZED AND UNIQUE
SunBuggy will cater to any taste and budget to keep your costs commensurate with your desired

experience. The sky's the limit, and if Las Vegas can provide it, we can likely arrange it for you. While most of
our Group events are held at the Vegas Dunes 15,000-acre area, due to its proximity to the Las Vegas strip
(only 18 miles away), we can hold events at other locations because of our ability to transport buggies to your
destination of choice. SunBuggy can even light up the night for your event!
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BRANDING YOUR MEMORIES
A favorite option for groups, especially corporate events, is our ability to put your logo on buggies, making great

pictures to hang in the office. Beyond your logo on the buggies, we can also provide custom event T-shirts for participants
to take away, making for a perfect souvenir. Check out some co-branded buggies from past events (GNP, IMEX,
BFGoodrich, CocaCola, Battery Ventures, Oakley):

Take comfort in the fact that we've orchestrated numerous wildly successful events for several clients such as:

● Sony

● General Motors

● Lamborghini

● Dunlop

● The Royal Navy

● Bell Canada

● IBM

● Cisco

● Nissan

● The Air Force

● InMotion

● United Rentals

● Discount Tire

● Johnson Controls

● Toyota

● Deloitte

● Alcatel-Lucent

● Firestone

● Equifax

● SEMA

...and too many others to list

It’s important that you know we’ve been here facilitating Group Event Magic for over 20 years! You can lean
on SunBuggys’ expertise and experience to show your clients a great time!
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REAL CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS
The following are just a few of the many emails we've received

Subj: BEST TOUR IN LAS VEGAS!!!!!!!
Date: 11/12/2006 9:33:09 A.M. Pacific
From: JAY******
To: Sunbuggierentals
I've been to Las Vegas about 20 times over the last 15 years. Each time I take a different tour. Last week I rented your dune buggy. I've
been a Police Officer for 17 years and have been in many high speed chases. The dune buggy through the desert was better than any
chase I've ever been in!!! What a blast over the dunes and the razorbacks!! I look forward to this again next June.
Thanks for a great time,
W B*********
G*****, CT.

Subj: Thanks
Date: 2/21/2007 7:42:21 P.M. Pacific Standard Time
From: J*****@yourispnamehere.com
To:sunbuggyrentals@aol.com

After living in Las Vegas for six years, I have finally found a great place to take friends and business associates for an adventure away
from the strip. I have been out with your guides five times in the last six months and each person I have taken has insisted it was the
highlight of their trip. Because you are so close to town SunBuggy is a great way to spend some time outdoors and not have to commit
the whole day to the experience. Keep up the fantastic job!!!

Joel ******

C********@us.delarue.com Fri, Apr 6, 2007 at 10:06 AM
To: scott@sunbuggyfunrentals.com
Subject: Experience
Scott:
I just wanted to drop an email and thank you and your staff for providing myself and my associate with one hell of an afternoon.

Our trip to Vegas started with riding our Harleys from Phoenix to Vegas with the Phoenix leg of the Mopars at the Strip Cruise In.Then
we had 3 days of Hot Rods and Drag racing. We thought that was going to be the highlight of our trip however, as great as that was, the
Buggy excursion we had with your company was phenomenal. We decided to call upon your services on Sunday mid-morning on a
whim and your staff was more than accommodating in getting us set up for the afternoon. From the minute the driver arrived to the time
we were dropped back off at our hotel, we were treated as professionally as one could ever expect. You provided transportation to us
even though we were 20 miles from your facility. Once we arrived there, the staff were professional and personable. We were offered
lunch as well. After the brief but informative orientation, we were taken out to the area and met by additional staff who were just as
courteous as everyone else we had encountered previously that day. I believe our guides name was Dustin, and if I am mistaken on his
name I apologize however, names were not what we remembered from that afternoon. It was the sheer enjoyment and excitement that
we experienced that we remember. What a blast. While safety was the main concern of your staff and specifically your guide, they took
the time to make sure we would enjoy our day while keeping ourselves in one piece. It was the total package for entertainment and an
adrenaline rush of serious magnitude. It can't be explained, it has to be experienced.

On another note, as a business, I must tell you that it was enlightening to see each piece of the puzzle come together as
cohesively as it did. It takes the skill and dedication of all team members to pull together as they did, without any delays to speak of and
without any customer complaints whatsoever. Well done!!!

Again my thanks, and we're already discussing coming back just for the Amargosa trip and requesting the same guide. And it
won't be the last tour we take with you that's for sure.

C************** Jr
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From: "Tom G*******" <t****@h*****l.net>
To: <sunbuggierentals@aol.com>
Date: Mon, 26 Mar 2007 16:14:48 -0600
Subject: fun time

Sun Buggie Rentals,

Had a wonderful time with my daughter's group (Kim G*******) on Friday 3-23-07. I was concerned about being physically able to
do this as I'm out of shape & don't handle heat well if I get exerted. THINGS WENT VERY WELL. The guide helped me get strapped in
every time we stopped & got out. He helped my daughter get going again every time she got stuck - I didn't have to help at all - which
was good for me. I didn't think I would like a guide , but I think it was a better time with one because we didn't have to worry about what
was on the other side of a dune or watch much for other groups. He kept the pace up & took us over a lot a ground. He even took us
back to get a different buggie when the one I was driving didn't seem to have much power. The next buggie was much better for power.
The money I spent was well worth it. The pick up & drop off on the strip , along with all the cold water to drink & the sandwiches when
done were very much appreciated. Everyone was very accommodating & pleasant to talk to. You have good workers there. Again,
Thank You for a GREAT TIME!!!

Tom
Hutchinson,MN

From: Alex*****@playstation.sony.com
to: sunbuggiefunrentals@aol.com
cc: scott@sunbuggyfunrentals.com
date: Mar 2, 2007 5:37 PM
subject: Sony event

Hey all,

I'm sorry this is coming late (hell of a week so far) but I did want to say thank you very much for helping to create a great event for us
and our media guests. Everyone had a blast, with many of the media saying this was by far the best event they've attended. I'm almost
disappointed because the real buggies just about trumped our game!

But seriously you guys went above and beyond the call of duty to work with us and basically take over the site for the entire
day. If we get a MotorStorm 2 I will definitely be back in touch for another event!

Thanks guys,

Alex
Sony Computer Entertainment America

Subj: RE: (no subject)
Date: 2/2/2007 10:38:59 AM Central Standard Time
From: ******@nikkisevents.com
To: Sunbuggierentals@aol.com

Hi Randy,
I am sending out your deposit check today. As of this morning, we have 110 guests signed up for Dune Buggy. I can't believe it. People
are calling and changing the activities they have already signed up for to Dune Buggy.
Shannon ******
Nikkis Events

IS SUNBUGGY FUN?
4.9 STARS ON GOOGLE WITH 12,000+ REVIEWS

To achieve such a high rating with so many reviews demonstrates consistency and long-term dedication
to excellence in service.

What are you waiting for? Come get yourself some SunBuggy Fun!
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A FEW MORE PHOTOS OF SUNBUGGY HAVING FUN!
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TEAM BUILDING TIMED LAP EVENT
These are the clients running a timed lap event, themselves, which means recording times, flagging cars

on and off the course, corner judges, and helping each other get in and out of the race cars. Of Course,
SunBuggy Staff members are on-site to make sure all safety policies and procedures are executed properly.
Groups really enjoy the chance to get involved, and appreciate the chance to elect who's going to be in charge
of recording lap times!

If you look closely, in the background you'll see a second track running, and near the top right corner you
can see the pylons from yet another track. This client had 5 separate divisions each at their own tracks who
picked the fastest person from each track to compete in a finals event complete with trophies and prizes.

During the competition at the 5 tracks, we also had the Mini Baja Chase running in 20-minute segments
which means everyone is kept busy. If you weren't chasing a guide around the desert, trying to prove your skill
on the track, or participating in the actual running of the track, you were cheering your co-workers to victory.
Everyone gets to drive buggies and participate in all aspects of the event, and no one sits around waiting.

SunBuggy Fun Rentals has the crew and the specialized support vehicles to make huge events a reality.
Not just the SunBuggy Desert Racers themselves, but the trailers, trucks, shuttles, and all the associated
vehicles that it takes to support an event in an off-road environment. We typically bring seating, shade tents,
food, drinks, and even portable toilets out to the site to ensure that everything you want to spend a few hours
playing in the sand is right there with you.
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Group Event Pricing
Below is a guideline to assist in pricing in USD for your group event. To get the most out of your

time in the desert it's recommended to book the Baja Desert Track and the Mini Baja Chase together
as this allows participants to explore the area on the chase and experience the element of
competition on the track. Both the Mini Baja Chase and the Baja Desert Track run concurrently. All
prices below are listed per person. Groups of over 400 are quoted on a case-by-case basis. This is to
give you a general ESTIMATE ONLY; please call for an exact quote.

Availability is 365 days a year.

Group size Baja
desert track

add:
Mini Baja Chase*

add:
Shuttles

Add:
Food**

Add:
Logo t-shirts

20-50 169 169 30 20 30

51-80 159 159 25 20 28

81-120 149 149 20 20 25

121-160 129 129 20 20 24

161-220 119 119 20 18 23

221-300 109 109 20 16 20

301-400 99 99 20 15 20

400+++ CALL CALL CALL CALL CALL

 Every event includes safety gear and complimentary bottled water.
 Events scheduled on a Saturday or Sunday add an additional 10%

*Mini Baja Chase prices are only when combined with Baja Desert Track.
**Typical food options are hamburgers, hot dogs, fried chicken, and Deli lunch. Other options can be arranged and may
be at an additional expense.

Let's make this clear:

365 DAYS A YEAR AVAILABILITY!!!
(PLACE SunBuggy IN EVERY GROUP PROPOSAL YOU SEND OUT; IT'S ALWAYS AVAILABLE!)

SunBuggy, with our huge fleet of vehicles (now over 252 seats and growing), and professional,
experienced staff, is able to facilitate large groups at short notice. Of course, we'd rather get your
group on the books well beforehand, but if you're showing your clients the town and a vendor tells
you..." Sorry, not going to happen," we can bail you out. SunBuggy has often been used to rescue
groups from other failed events when plans went south at the last minute. SunBuggy is an
experience unlike anywhere else in the world, which HELPS YOUR PROPOSALS TO STAND
OUT above the regular old Golf, Spa, Go-Karts, Show, and Tour Bus options that everyone has done
before. Don't risk upsetting your clients because you didn't let them have the SunBuggy Option.

You definitely don't want to be asked the question:
"Why didn't you let us know about the Buggies?"
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HOW MANY BUGGIES DO YOU SEE?

-Answer-

There are more than enough buggies to have adventures for your groups

FROM JUST 1 TO OVER 500 PEOPLE!!!
HOURLY PICKUPS FROM 7 AM TO 5 PM daylight permitting 365 DAYS A YEAR!

DUNES ONLY 15 MINUTES FROM THE LAS VEGAS STRIP

WE NEVER CLOSE! We're ready to thrill NOW!

WARNING: SunBuggy Fun Rentals Desert Adventures are HIGHLY ADDICTIVE and have been proven to cause
REPEATED EXCURSIONS and WILD RAVINGS to friends, colleagues, family, and even total strangers. REPEAT VISITS and
a recurring DISAPPOINTMENT WITH ORDINARY OFF ROAD MACHINES are common side effects. Totally worth it!
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